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About This Game

In this short 2.5D arcade/action game, control a giant mutant lizard to eat people, crush cars, and throw things. Spend points on
upgrades and new abilities and try to survive an increasingly deadly hail of bullets.

Features

Three Game modes:

Story Mode - Play as the lizard and rampage your way through three main levels and two bosses with a few
cutscenes along the way. Unlock two other monsters for arcade mode.
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Arcade Mode - Choose from three monsters and try to survive as long as you can. No bosses. No cutscenes.

Practice Mode - Relax and practice your moves without getting shot at. Get a feel for the controls and throw
stuff at targets.

Three Unique Monsters:

The first creature uses its tail to grab and throw anything it can lift. The two unlockable ones each have their own
way of tossing things.

Each one has its own practice level, tailored to the monster's abilities.

Each monster has over two dozen animations, plus an IK system to move the character's neck and head (so the
monster can look at the annoying jerk who keep shooting it).

Upgrades:
Spend the points that you get from eating people to improve stats like health and armor, and unlock the ability to pick up
cars and stomp on things.
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Title: Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Medicated Games
Publisher:
Medicated Games
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Korean,Portuguese
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Purchased to support future development.. Fun game. Lots of twists and turns, backtracks and stuff. No violence, just Loki
playing tricks. Have patience and enjoy!. This software holds a lot of potential but it is not that good.
For example turn knobs are buggy (sometimes jumps to max and scares the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of me)
and the fact that you can only adjust settings and listen to one song is not that good. Instead settings should be applied to all
sounds in your computer (or the software should implement a playlist option). Also when you export that song it crackles (and
yes I turned the gain to minimum) and there are no quality settings (for example if I wanted .flac instead of .wav).

Another big issue is that you can not freely resize it! When I want to resize it only to make it fit more modules in (resizing x
axis) the software also adjusts height (y axis) by itself and the only thing that happens is that you get everything bigger and
blurrier. Please fix this, so that I can just stretch it so that more modules fit in without resizing height.

Also whenever I close the software all the presets that I made are not saved. So everythime I open the software I have to do
everything from scratch.. Its not a really well done game and really boring.. i like it when the planes crash
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If you ever read John Keegan’s “The First World War” or Heinz Guderian’s “Achtung Panzer”, this mod encapsulates the horror
and tragedy of industrial age warfare that was World War 1.

What's great about this mod:

+Top-notch attention to detail. Everything is meticulously modelled and historically accurate from machineguns to field guns.
Camo patterns of the tanks are correct, too.
+ Infantry combat shines. As anything mechanized only appears late game,small unit tactics takes center stage during the early
phases of the game. Infantry combat is more compelling than CoH 1 or 2, in my opinion.
+ Positional warfare. This is the beauty of the game. It forces the player to fight and win battles using inadequate means. Tanks
are slow and cumbersome. Infantry are cut to ribbons by automatic weapons, gas and shell easily.
+ Combined arms. This was the era where the prototypical combined arms battle was developed. You may find inspiration from
the battles of Cambrai, Soissons and Amiens. But, do not expect to recreate the deep battle theory or blitzkrieg as espoused by
Tukhachevsky and Guderian, respectively.

Some criticisms:

-As mentioned, this is just a mod. So, the weaknesses of CoH 1 are present here as well like less than optimal unit pathing and
poor AI
-Some bugs like units getting stuck.
-Some balancing issues. Doctrinal tank call-ins(Buetepanzer/MarkV/Whippets) should have fuel cost or caps. Field guns should
have better bombardment range than mortars.
-This game could use more units like the LK II and Medium B tanks.
-Absence of the foremost Entente nation: the French
. Such a charming game. The music and sound effects are really well done, the art design is extremely clever, and I love all the
character. My only complaint would be that each encounter is very short.

PLUS you can get a hardback book made of the stories!. I enjoyed it overall, it gives off original Legend of Zelda vibes, except
with all the dungeons in one place and an associated town, instead of an over-world you travel. The dungeon grind and
subsequent selling of goods, feels like a good combination. If looking for flaws I would say all of the characters in the town feel
half baked and under-developed. There's a girl who hints at liking the MC during the game for example but nothing really
comes of it. Its the same for all the villagers with regards to the towns people. It would have been better if the town had some
semblance of not being programmed robots spewing the same few comments on loop. The combat is a little simplistic with too
few options but it has a more developed Zelda feel in general, which helps you ignore that fact. I would have liked more shop
options, town events, etc... grabbing the thieves who all act in the same conspicuous way every time, becomes tedious toward the
end and probably would have been more enjoyable if it was something along the lines of my lava lamp starting a fire or
something... You don't get to beat up the thieves or anything, only toss them out to essentially try and steal from you tomorrow.
Toward the end I really wished I had some options like "punch in the face" instead of just escorting them out. The explorer
requests too are kind of screwy since they will want to send you to the first dungeon when you are working through the third or
fourth, etc... Overall good game though. The updates have been meaningful like a new game + and pets being added so I
wouldn't be surprised if the game keeps evolving.. Awesome Walking Dead Crossover!. Can't recommend it in it's current state.
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